Fact Sheet

Because this exceptional place, built upon a multitude
of contrasts, is unique; here you bear witness to
nature´s theatre, as you sit and watch the sunset
across the lake, peaceful against Volcano Osorno´s
majesty and fury. Here you discover the ways of life
belonging to the area´s indigenous people and the
European settlers who came to join them. Here you are
surrounded by the contrasts of the hotel´s stunning
modern architecture with its local artisan décor. All
of it is extraordinary and combines harmoniously to
provide adventure, sanctuary, exclusive luxury and
ultimately the opportunity to truly rest, wherein lies
the real magic.

HOTEL AWA

Why AWA?
Hotel AWA is located in the Chilean
Patagonia, just 20 minutes from Puerto
Varas, in the area of Vicente Pérez
Rosales National Park and Cruce Andino.
The hotel’s natural setting is unbeatable
and surrounded by lakes, volcanoes,
rivers, and fjords, in an area rich
in natural resources and beautiful
landscapes.

LOCATION
Because AWA’s physical and geographical
position is unrivalled. Time, space and the
elements all merge in this mystical far-off
place, to ensure the ultimate disconnection from the stresses of daily life. Contrastingly though, access is rapid and direct.
With Puerto Montt airport receiving over
15 daily flights from Santiago, 5 flights from
Punta Arenas in the south and a boat ride
away from Bariloche in Argentina, private
transfers bring you from Puerto Montt or
Petrohué directly to the hotel in 40 minutes.

GASTRONOMY
Because our world class chef creates his
own distinctive combination of local, national and international dishes whose fresh
ingredients are sourced from our bio-intensive organic garden and the surrounding area. We provide a uniquely simple
yet sophisticated menu which alters daily,
where flavors, colors and textures abound
and platefuls are plentiful.

ACCOMODATION & SPA

FROM CHILE

FROM SANTIAGO DE CHILE
SANTIAGO-PUERTO MONTT (1:45 h)
More than 15 daily flights
Distance from Puerto Montt airport to the hotel:
48 km (30 miles, 50 min)
FROM PETROHUE - CRUCE ANDINO
Distance to Petrohué - Cruce Andino
31 km (19 miles, 30 min)

FROM ARGENTINA:

FROM BUENOS AIRES
BUENOS AIRES - BARILOCHE (2:20 h)
More than 7 daily flights
Distance from Bariloche to hotel:
From Bariloche, 289 km (180 miles, 4:00 hrs)

Because at AWA we really want to pamper
our guests: each room is stocked with its
very own floor-to-ceiling spectacular view
across the lake to Osorno, plus every luxury and comfort we can think of, including a wood burning stove, king size beds
and deep bath tubs. Our Wellness Spa,
complete with glass walled semi-Olympic
pool and Jacuzzi, has a therapeutic sauna
and steam room as well as a massage suite for an extensive range of holistic treatments.

HOTEL AWA

Choose
one of our 3 Programs

EXCLUSIVITY
Because of our hotel’s consistent dedication to personalized service, where we
combine close attention to detail with
exclusivity; a private vehicle will be there
to meet you from any local arrival point
and a trained guide is then assigned to you
for the duration of your stay, to show you
round. AWA’s all-inclusive program incorporates a different excursion each day.

BED & BREAKFAST
INCLUDES
Food & Beverages
Breakfast

HALF BOARD
INCLUDES
Food & Beverages
Breakfast and lunch or dinner

ALL INCLUSIVE
INCLUDES
Food & Beverages
All the meals and drinks, excluding
only premiums.
Excursions
Private Transfer to and from Puerto
Montt Airport or Petrohué.
Private excursions, that are chosen
during the stay, in direct consultation
with the respective guide designated
to each group or reservation

EXCURSIONS
Because here we enable you to explore
northern Patagonia´s beauty on foot, on
horseback, on water or even by chartered
plane – you choose and AWA will organize! We adhere to a strictly private service,
where preferences, interests and levels of
fitness are closely listened to by your affiliated guide before a bespoke excursion
plan is designed, just for you. Meanwhile
AWA’s chef and his team will create a delicious picnic-to-go, complete with homemade delicacies, table linen and glasses
for that extra touch of authentic flavor
and glamour.

GUEST ROOMS
Equiped with:
–

Floor to ceiling windows

–

Fireplace

–

Shower with lake views and jacuzzi

–

King-size bed or two singles

–

Air conditioning

–

Coffee machine, with organic coffee and compostable
pods

–

Organic amenities

–

Minibar, TV, Wi-Fi, Safebox

ROOMS
– SUPERIOR (11):
– SUITE (4):
– VILLA (1):

45 m2
75 m2
300 m2

HOTEL INFRAESTRUCTURE
– 300 m2 spa equipped with two-lane pool, hamman, gym and treatment room.
– World-class Restaurant and cocktail bar
– Organic garden
– Private beach and seaplane dock
– Meeting rooms and convention center

CONTACT
General Sales Representative: mscavarda@hotelawa.cl
USA
Sales Representative: cbaden@hotelawa.cl
Europe Sales Representative: jfranken@hotelawa.cl
Brazil Sales Representative: sul@hotelawa.cl
Reservations: reservas@hotelawa.cl

